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1 Introduction

Several methods can be applied to produce Small Area Estimates (SAE). This
documentation is aimed to explaining the diagnostic R function developed for
the application of model bias diagnostic proposed by Brown et al. (2001).
These diagnostic are based on the comparison among model based estimates and
direct estimates. The goodness of the small area estimates is tested through the
application of the following four diagnostic procedures, the bias diagnostic, the
coverage diagnostic, the goodness of fit diagnostic and the calibration diagnostic,
(for an extensive description see Brown et al. (2001) and Srivastava et al. (2007).

Bias diagnostic

This diagnostic tests whether the model based estimates are closed to the
direct estimates. On one hand the SAE estimates (X-axis) are plotted on a
cartesian plane against the direct estimates (Y-axis) to verify if there is a de-
parture of the y = x from the regression line between model based and direct
estimates. On the other hand a parametric test for the slope and for the in-
tercept is carried out to check the unbiasedness of the model predictions. We
would expect the slope of the regression line to be not significantly different
from 1 and a very small intercept term, not significantly different from 0. A
transformation of the estimates is required in case of a large difference in areas
of small size. We use a Goldfeld and Quandt homoscedasticity test, to check
such constant variances.

Coverage diagnostic

The coverage diagnostic tests the validity between the 95% confidence inter-
vals of the model based estimates making comparison with the corresponding
confidence intervals for the direct estimates. This diagnostic measures the over-
lap between the confidence intervals, which is expected to be not significantly
different from the 95% of the numbers of small areas.
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Goodness of fit diagnostic

As in the bias diagnostic, even with this procedure we want to know if the
model estimates are close to the direct estimates. To evaluate this we compute
the squared difference between the model estimates and the direct estimate
which are weighted inversely by their variance and summed over all the domains.
As a check for the lack of bias of the model estimates this statistic is compared
with the quantiles of χ2 distribution. Finally results are provided using a Wald
goodness of fit statistic.

Calibration diagnostic

This diagnostic refers to the calibration property of model estimates, accord-
ing to which they should not differ from the direct estimates when aggregated
at appropriate large domain levels. Computing this diagnostic we obtain an
accurate measure of the calibration property of the model estimates, providing
also an evidence of the presence/absence of spatial bias/autocorrelation. This R
function allows the users to produce three different measures for the calibration
diagnostic, for three different broad areas specified by the user.

2 Description of the R function

This section explains how to use the diagnostic function that has been developed
for the production of the diagnostic methods previously described . The user
has to pay attention to the following key points:

1. the function is designed to be used with R, and the lmtest package is
required;

2. the estimates should be totals;

3. the function needs the specification of the following input data set (there
is no constrains on the name to be given to the input data set):

• estimates0: data set containing in the first column the area level
identifier, from the second to the fourth column three different broad
area codes (i.e. whole country, NUTS I, NUTS II), in the fifth col-
umn the direct estimates, in the sixth column the variance of direct
estimates, and from the seventh we find, in the order, the model es-
timates and their variance. The number of records is equal to the
number of small areas;

4. the outputs of the function are:

• for the bias diagnostic:

– bias scatterplots
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– output1: it includes the values of : B0, B1, R2, F-test and Gold-
feld and Quandt (GQ) test;

– output2 (selectable): it includes the values of : B0, B1, R2, F-
test and GQ test.
The diagnostic function is constructed such that if the GQ test,
calculated on untransformed data, is rejected, a square root
transformation of the estimates is made, and therefore submitted
again to the GF test.

• for the coverage diagnostic:

– output3: it includes the overlap values ( z, zteo, pvalue, overlap,
fsovrap) and the test results.

• for the goodness of fit diagnostic:

– output4: the values of W, calfa1, p-value and the test results are
produced.

• for the calibration diagnostic:

– output5, output6 and output7: the values of the CD statistics
for the domains specified in the columns two, three and four.

3 Application on small area estimation

The function diagnostic has been applied for the evaluation of several small
area estimate methods. In particular we use the area linear mixed model es-
timates, carried out by the mixed.area.SAE R function, based on data set
described in Mukhopadhyay and McDowell (2011). The variable of interest is
the wind erosion in Iowa for the year 2002. The mean of the soil erodibility
index for each county is the covariate used.

In order to correctly run the function the libray lmtest needs to be uploaded.
The function needs of the following input:
the input data set:

> estimates0

id ba1 ba2 ba3 dir mse.dir synth.area mse.sb eblup.area mse.eb

1 3 1 1 1 595.023 14369.075 802.5376 49192.02 644.1925 11430.769

2 15 1 1 1 1637.230 32698.123 1879.2497 149622.47 1681.5640 27440.864

3 21 1 1 1 2452.995 35581.775 1976.0834 127628.78 2346.2584 28575.485

4 27 1 1 1 1953.452 31406.438 1474.5984 156288.80 1869.5416 26731.255

5 33 1 1 1 2014.342 28985.019 1561.6199 133918.53 1931.4108 24365.639

6 35 1 1 1 1966.500 24724.120 1702.5813 78027.34 1900.0664 19354.744

7 41 1 1 1 1493.038 29000.104 1685.9013 117937.68 1531.8938 23843.281

8 47 1 1 1 1243.584 47478.343 1909.2023 234070.39 1360.2215 40339.215

9 59 1 1 1 1057.979 12866.729 867.0042 39535.57 1009.9069 9982.885

10 63 1 1 1 1373.788 21489.421 1532.1203 82219.06 1407.3626 17474.094

11 67 1 1 1 1101.930 22513.156 880.9684 65871.48 1042.6106 17293.076

12 71 1 1 1 1246.815 11710.422 989.8173 44717.93 1192.3183 9513.969

13 73 1 1 1 1696.275 26071.552 1247.7684 80015.04 1583.3770 20222.061

14 75 1 1 1 1466.411 41918.526 1159.7406 148966.15 1393.7470 33677.313

15 77 1 1 1 1216.950 42489.950 1558.9222 166222.11 1289.4657 34702.906
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16 79 1 1 1 1500.210 31832.920 1933.7829 93647.76 1616.6070 24549.511

17 83 1 1 2 1608.442 37506.064 1854.5372 152666.67 1658.0224 30839.983

18 85 1 1 2 1629.207 25665.477 1993.6919 125335.68 1693.0763 21784.017

19 91 1 1 2 2313.920 27630.491 1498.2998 105608.44 2140.9666 22451.963

20 93 1 1 2 937.645 18625.965 1127.3518 47395.25 992.2019 13789.833

21 109 1 1 2 2663.936 40854.846 2343.7484 187821.87 2605.2829 34329.552

22 119 1 1 2 1232.359 10289.282 1420.7650 75911.17 1255.3804 9209.157

23 129 1 1 2 782.320 13051.049 972.7483 39810.70 830.2546 10108.939

24 131 1 1 2 519.904 14738.071 752.2108 38413.37 586.7121 10984.000

25 133 1 2 2 3075.435 35041.970 2911.8489 222393.33 3051.8816 30887.008

26 135 1 2 2 431.970 9166.887 665.1416 36471.62 481.4144 7516.200

27 141 1 2 2 2231.408 21675.271 1764.4369 67242.05 2106.0449 17005.818

28 143 1 2 2 1473.225 22169.105 1098.4101 56480.21 1365.4336 16411.759

29 145 1 2 2 799.172 19055.778 865.0296 83402.24 812.4402 15919.258

30 147 1 2 2 2566.620 42133.723 2167.7453 182116.09 2490.0794 35024.020

31 149 1 2 2 4129.005 91220.164 4282.9578 406792.66 4160.0216 76724.628

32 151 1 2 2 1673.514 32269.525 1522.3955 82257.84 1630.0545 23907.118

33 153 1 2 3 1058.600 13466.691 958.8920 63248.77 1040.3351 11356.599

34 155 1 2 3 2726.695 89720.515 3621.0036 479709.89 2870.8878 77145.749

35 157 1 2 3 1225.938 33601.388 1154.0435 116539.42 1208.9030 26821.066

36 161 1 2 3 1742.137 35629.200 2149.9973 146453.27 1824.3079 29377.340

37 165 1 2 3 874.952 43815.801 1375.8309 137871.69 1001.0332 34210.007

38 167 1 2 3 3033.720 22316.228 3103.8956 258419.45 3039.6172 20800.016

39 169 1 2 3 1085.546 21040.623 1312.0491 85984.23 1131.1792 17313.732

40 187 1 2 3 2631.614 58688.023 2291.3315 223805.91 2559.4566 47669.772

41 189 1 2 3 2064.864 26243.567 1708.7000 70823.56 1962.4364 19828.212

42 193 1 2 3 2098.695 30716.505 2367.2771 139797.83 2150.2336 25844.259

43 195 1 2 3 772.710 10099.007 742.5034 42597.48 766.6243 8366.522

44 197 1 2 3 1012.058 27157.246 1687.9848 78259.25 1193.5174 20805.836

45 201 1 2 3 0 21489.421 1532.1203 82219.06 1532.1203 82219.063

46 202 1 2 3 0 22169.105 1098.4101 56480.21 1098.4101 56480.207

47 203 1 2 3 0 91220.164 4282.9578 406792.66 4282.9578 406792.664

48 204 1 2 3 0 58688.023 2291.3315 223805.91 2291.3315 223805.909

where

• id is a numeric value that identifies the counties considered;

• ba1, ba2, ba3 are three different aggregations of small areas;

• the three estimators taken into account were calculated as ẑn where ẑ are
the estimates and n is sample sizes;

• the three mse are the variance of the mean wind erosion for county cal-
culated as σ2n2 where σ2 are the common error variances and n2 is the
squared sample size.

The syntax used to run the example is:

> exam.diagn<-diagnostic(estimates0)

The outputs of the function are:

> summary(exam.diagn)
Length Class Mode
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output1 12 -none- character
output2 2 -none- character
output3 7 data.frame list
output4 5 data.frame list
output5 2 -none- numeric
output6 4 -none- numeric
output7 6 -none- numeric

In addition, the scatter plot between the model based estimates and the
direct estimates is created.

The red line is the y = x line while the black line is the fitted regression line.
output1 : the values of the intercept, the slope, R2, and the results of the

Fischer test and of the GQ test.

> exam.diagn

$output1

[,1] [,2]

"synth.area" "eblup.area"

B0 "521.049609604738" "382.418659908081"

B1 "0.57749584770699" "0.662344595085663"

R2 "0.299774558761117" "0.39210722512903"

F "Reject the H0" "Reject the H0"

GQ_Test "Accept the H0" "Accept the H0"

output2: in the example it is not produced because the hypothesis of ho-
moscedasticity of the residual is accepted.

output3: the values of the empirical z, of the theoretical z, the p-value, the
overlapped areas, the overlap rate and the result of the test.

$output3

methods z z_teo p_value overlap f_sovrap results

1 synth.area 2.384158 1.96 0.01711824 42 0.8750000 Rejected the H0

2 eblup.area 1.059626 1.96 0.28931483 44 0.9166667 Accepted the H0

output4: the values of the empirical Wald test, of the theorical χ2, the
p-value, and the test result.

$output4

methods W c_alfa1 p_value results

1 synth.area 41.166000 59.30351 4.489066e-01 Accepted the H0

2 eblup.area 5.506704 59.30351 8.719911e-13 Accepted the H0

output5: the value of the calibration diagnostic using the whole area as
broad area.

$output5
[,1]

synth.area 13.35330
eblup.area 12.70648

output6: the value of the calibration diagnostic using two broad areas.
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$output6
[,1] [,2]

synth.area -1.6216657 27.91885
eblup.area -0.3971898 25.45188

output7: the value of the calibration diagnostic using three broad areas.

$output7
[,1] [,2] [,3]

synth.area -3.5584832 -2.9455633 55.83954
eblup.area -0.8992888 -0.7439573 47.35363
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